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Be ready to face the World of Twelve with exclusive and powerful items!

*Be careful, this DLC pack can be activated only once per player account in WAKFU.

The Ogrest Anime Pack includes:
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The anime special episode: Ogrest
Every story has a beginning… For WAKFU, it all started when the World of Twelve got drowned in the tears of a despaired

ogre. Nowadays, Ogrest has a become a terrible legend and the Ultimate quest for the adventurers of WAKFU. But if you knew
how it all started...

On a faraway island, Otomai carries out yet another magical experiment... which fails! Well, it’s not a complete failure, as it
produces Ogrest, a very special baby! Boasting incredible strength and an equally huge appetite, this little ogre will learn very

quickly that he is different from other children. Wandering alone one day, he meets Dathura, a Sadida doll, and it’s love at first
sight! Unfortunately, his new love falls victim to an evil that plunges her into a deep sleep. Listening only to his heart, Ogrest

sets off on a search for an antidote!

60 days of Booster Adventure:
- +30% XP at the end of fights and quests

- +10% chance of getting more items at the end of fights
- +30% of Kamas at the end of each fight

- Be the first to access new content
- Your secondary characters gain experience faster

- Fill your life gauge with one click
- Vote during the elections for governor of your country

This Booster Pack will only be valid for characters on the server you chose at the time of activating the code.

Little Ogrest Haven Bag Kit:
 Each player has a personal, portable home called a Haven Bag. They can decorate it as they like, invite friends inside and sell

items from its shelves.. Players can also plant, grow and harvest all WAKFU’s plant species inside their Haven Bag.

Revival Costume:
An outfit to put spring in your step!

Sadida bedroom set
-10 decoration items based on the Sadida class.

How to redeem:
To get all the content of your Ogrest Anime Pack once you’ve purchased it with your Steam Wallet:

- Enter your 15 characters code on the WAKFU website! www.wakfu.com
- Once you have entered your code, select the server on which you want to credit the Booster days. IMPORTANT: if you do not

choose a server, you won’t get anything. The code remains valid until you choose your server.
- Then, you just have to confirm at the bottom of the redeem page.

- Your Ogrines will be automatically credited to your account, the Booster days to your server and you can collect all yours
items directly ingame in the Gift Interface.
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Title: WAKFU - Ogrest Anime Pack
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Ankama Studio
Publisher:
Ankama Games
Release Date: 12 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 or higher

Processor: Pentium IV 2.8 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 4Ti or equivalent

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Additional Notes: OpenGL 1.3

English,French,German
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wakfu ogrest anime pack

Woah, this game is really fun! I wasn't sure what to think of the game from the description, but after playing, I love it! It's a
kind of puzzle/platformer, and it's great to be able to keep practicing to get faster and compare to everyone else!. I am sorry, I
can't recommend this, due to my (very) short playtime.
My playtime is important here, as I only "Played" this for ~3 minutes, staring at a menu that reminds me of LSD PSAs, before
my monitor lost the signal to the PC.

This was only fixed after powering down both my monitor and PC, then power cycling the PC.
Maybe this is an incompatibility with my card, but due to my experience with this game I wouldn't really tell anyone to play it.

My GPU (if that helps): GTX1050TI SSC by EVGA.

P.S. On a sudden hitch I tried to set the game to run in anything else than fullscreen, that fixed the weird flickering. Still. I don't
think the menu should give a seizure and make the game unplayable unless you get to the graphics option with a weird tickrate
and without cursor, before your GPU decides to turn this off.. This is a great game. It captures the essence of the original
Insane, and I would say it improves in every way.

Pros:
• Diversity in game modes.
• Good car handling.
• Enough vehicles to suit your driving style.
• "Shiny" graphics
• Good difficulty
• A genuine good, solid game
• Local split-screen.

Cons:
• Some of the game modes may cause aggravation further into the game, but not unfairly. Practice makes perfect.
• Sometimes it seems like it's impossible to catch up to the lead car, but again, the more you play, the better you get.
• Even though there are a selection of cars, you may only find yourself using 4 or so different ones to be in to win.
• Multiplayer appears dead.

I think a reasonable playthrough could be done in just over 10 hours. I spent a twice that getting 100% in career and unlocking
more cars, so 15hrs is possible without overstaying too much.

Highly recommended, and it's on sale atm on another site. (You can't beat this for $1). simple game but for this price it ok. i can
reccomend it for killing time.
. "It's High Noon." - McCree. Jesus, take the wheel!. My very first impression of Artificial Defense: the discussion forum. The
developer is very active in the community and is highly receptive to feedback and actually gives a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
about the game. This deserves credit where it's due.

And to expand on that original impression everything in the game is quite sleek and thematic. Nothing notable was left out in
this regard that I could see.

Contrary to my expectations, but not negatively impacting the results, Artificial Defense is 80-90% orbital shooter with minimal
tower defense elements. This is mostly a comment there for people who really like tower defense and don't care for orbital
shooter - look elsewhere.

As kinda a mixed bag, I can tell that the optimal input device to play with is a controller with an analog stick. Using the mouse
to aim was a bit unintuitive for me, but ultimately I figured it out okay. Using the keyboard to aim is possible, but based on
splitting the shots of multi-round salvos effectively, I would highly recommend against it. I don't know if my initial struggles
with keyboard\/mouse controls are more a factor of myself or the game.

And finally, the price is right. Especially if you're picking it up on sale like I did.
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IS THERE ANYWAY OF SAVING YOUR PROGRESS???PLZ HELP???. A Short, but amazing walking simulator.
The Soundtrack are amazing and the graphics are beautiful.. Gameplay is a little shaky at first, but once you get used to this
game it is awesome. It is very enjoyable, and a great use of brain power!. Best game to be brought into this earth. bad gave this
as a gift had to imediatly get them another to so that they wouldn't think that I hate them. Seriously the only use I can find for
this game would be like the horse head in the movie the godfather.. Nicely presented, and has some nice puzzles.

Gets moderately taxing, although I found the last 20 levels somewhat easier than the mid-game puzzles (I ended up finishing
some levels with what felt like spare wildcards)

Well worth the asking price!. Definitely a very fun game, and highly recommend it to those who love 16 bit based games.. A
cute little game. I played from start to end in 90 minutes. Easy to navigate and understand. A game doesn't have to be huge in
terms of GB and super sophisticated to be enjoyable, and I think Elansar proves it. I'd recommend this game to anyone who like
to be entertained for a while.. This DLC adds tons of colorful skins for all characters, some of them made reference to
different animes, cartoons and characters from different comics.

As fan of the fighting games i love to change the skin \/ costume to my characters, definitely worth the money.. Id
rather watch re runs of telli tubbies than play this digital book. thats all it is. i skipped through the whole diaglouge by
spamming enter and the whole game give you 2 options out of the entire story. the rest is all dialogue. if you sit and
read everything you will be sitting there reading for at least 45 min to an hour. and when your done reading, the credits
pop up and that is it. this is not a game, nor anything that resembles a game. its a joke, and a money scam from the dev
to put out some garbage to try to get easy money. This game isnt worth it if it was free. just pure awful
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